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Abstract – The change in the work procedure and process 
forced the human to be on time at the work field and also the 
fast transportation from one place to mentioned place is 
required. In the recent decades the vehicular systems i.e. 
various automobiles became the constitutive part of human 
daily life. Advancement in the vehicular technology 
confirmed the progress of the human being with reduction in 
the travelling time with much ease. As the number of vehicles 
is grown tremendously, the world has completely reliant on 
the vehicles for the transportation purpose due to lacking of 
other faster modes. But this also created the some new 
troubles like crashes, collisions and other types of vehicular 
accidents. These events also rise exponentially with the same 
rise in the vehicular numbers. It becomes necessary to get the 
exact vehicular parameters throughout its active time. For 
this “Event Data Recorder” plays an important role to collect 
such vital vehicular parameter data with the help of various 
sensors. 

“Event Data Recorder” also known as EDR in abbreviated 
form. The concept of the EDR is same as the “Black-Box” 
used in the aviation field to record the various specifications 
of the aircraft.  The use of the CAN i.e. Controller Area 
Network technology is beneficial for the serial data flow 
through the various sensors up to the processor. The ARM7 
processor is much beneficial for the system due to its higher 
data processing rate. Thus the combine use of CAN 
technology and ARM7 is much vital to data transfer and 
processing thus to enhance the EDR system capacity with 
number of data recording. The processed data is then 
recorded into the flash memory continuously which can be 
later used for analysis if needed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
 
Designing of Event Data Recorder using CAN for 

Vehicular system based on ARM7 processor equipped 
with and diversified sensors implementation with GPS is 
recommended here. The proposed design records various 
vehicular information regarding vehicle engine 
temperature, front obstacle detection, vibration detection, 
alcohol detection etc. This information is primarily 
collected by the CAN bus through various sensors which 
are connected with it serially which is the forwarded to the 
ARM7 processor and after processing the complete data is 
then collected in the flash memory in log format of text 
file [1]. Vehicular module track as well as monitor 
accident spot and intimate to the monitoring station. 
Initially only used in the aviation field, the use of the 
Event Data Recorder (EDR) is then used by the 
automobile manufacturing companies to track the vehicle 
conditions time to time with the help of various sensors. 

Then as the number of accidents goes on raise with the 
steep increase in the number of vehicles, the actual cause 
of the accidents many a time remains suspicious and the 
concept of the recording system established in addition 
with the tracking option. Thus the data recording concept 
remains vital with the data storage in the data storage 
system equipped with a data storage memory or flash 
memory. 

This project deals with the designing of the Event Data 
Recorder (EDR) with the use of ARM7 processor and 
serial data carrying CAN bus working on CAN technology 
and their implementation [4]. The system can record the 
main driving data in real time thus helping many 
authorities to get the whole data access to analyze vehicle 
any time interval. The design consists of ARM7 processor, 
storage unit, CAN technology enabled CAN bus, A/D 
converter module, I/O interface, UART, GPIO and 
different electronic sensing modules i.e. sensors. 
Collection, processing and storage of the multiple signals 
at the same interval of time needs a real time processor 
having ability to read and write with high speed. Thus 
CAN bus and ARM7 processor prove much vital for this 
type of objective. The SD card which is a flash memory 
needs to be of higher memory size to record and maintain 
the data storage regularly and continuously without any 
damage and erase without the authorized person approval 
[2]. 

Sometimes the innocent is considered as the guilty in 
many crash events due to non available event data 
information recording. Also many authorities deny the 
financial claims due to proof less damage. In these 
conditions the EDR plays an important role and the 
authenticity of the data can prove the charges or the 
faultlessness of a driver or controller. This data can be 
used for the following purposes: 
• Insurance Claims 
• Police Investigations and Verifications 
• Accident Evidence Collection 
• Crash Investigations 
• Driver or Controller Monitoring and Training  
• License Issuing Authorities etc 

 

II.  EVENT DATA RECORDER 
 
Event Data Recorder or EDR is the vital data sensor and 

recorder technology much commonly used in all over the 
world due to its high preciseness. The concept is similar 
with the flight data recorder in the planes and aircrafts. 
This system is primarily focused on the gathering of the 
information from different parameters such as the altitude, 
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latitude, wind speed with direction, direction of the plane, 
recordings of the pilot commands and voices in the storage 
system. Similarly the EDR is much beneficial for the 
ground vehicles such as cars, buses, trucks and other types 
of vehicles with various vehicular parameters. It records 
the data before the event occurrence, during the event and 
after the event occurrence without any stoppage. The EDR 
are of different working types like records the data up to 
the event and stops, records the data after some time of the 
event and then stops after a declared time and recor
continuously until the authorized person stops it [3].

An Event Data Recorder (EDR) is an on
device or system highly capable of monitoring, recording 
and storing pre-crash event, crash event and post
event data strings or parameters from the active vehicle. 
This can be most proficiently used to improve the road 
safety. It continuously tracks the car conditions. This 
information can be used for supervision for driver’s 
training. Further this information can be used to activate 
safety devices such as air bags, anti-locking brakes etc. 
Accident investigations are typically conducted by various 
organization types including law enforcement, government 
agencies and insurance authorities. Each of this 
organization investigates an accident through a number of 
different points and views or for different purposes with 
one common objective. The objective is to analyze the 
exact cause of the accident or crashes based upon the data 
available to them through the EDR of that vehicle. The 
data recovered from EDRs is an most important part of 
crash reconstruction and the reason is that the all new cars 
in America are to equipped with event data recorders [5].

In most of European countries and in America the 
primary objective of implementing the EDR in 
been achieved as all the major automakers are providing 
EDR in their cars. These EDR are highly advanced with 
the latest technologies to prevent any type of crashes by 
using anti-braking systems, auto speed control etc. In India 
he rate of EDR implementation was much rare as non of 
the cars or vehicles uses EDR[6]. But in the recent years 
the vehicle manufacturing companies are providing EDR 
with vehicle with some basic vehicular data monitoring 
and display system. The work on the recording system 
carrying out. 

The Vehicular supervision is done with the help of the 
various sensors like IR sensor, Vibration sensor, Engine 
Temperature sensor, Alcohol Sensor etc. in suggested 
design. The signals from these sensors are forwarded to on 
chip peripheral Analog to Digital Converter as the output 
of the sensor is analog and to convert it to the digital form 
for the further processing. After the complete processing 
this data is stored in the SD card as recording process. The 
SD card is a type of flash memory which continuously 
stores the data and having a variable memory size 
depending on the choice. It is ROM memory where data 
cannot be eliminated without user consent. The data from 
the sensors are recorded into this SD card where the 
memory can be expanded with the purpose. The simple 
mechanism to connect with any system without any use of 
other modules makes the ease of it. 
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The primary objective of this paper is to design an 
appropriate system that completely satisfies the 
determination of data recording w
detection of various vehicle conditions. For designing such 
a system the need of a CAN technology that can be used to 
collect the actual information, which then transferred to 
the ARM7 processor to record and save the data. Such a 
system provides viable and actual measures to clear out 
the problems for the police departments and insurance 
companies to get the actual knowledge of the event that 
the accident was really an accident or was intentionally 
created. And insurance companies 
claim has to be provided to the owner or not. 

 
III.  SYSTEM 

 
Today’s world has become a much hectic and fast as 

compared with the past decades. The rise in number of 
vehicles also increases the mishaps to a great extent. It 
remains a difficult situation to predict the accident or crash 
event happened already. The main problem remains the 
location of the accident and to locate this position to 
provide the emergency services such as medical services, 
traffic authorities, police departmen
information remains absolutely unknown until anyone’s 
help and information providence. The exact cause of the 
accident remains unknown and the actual reason also. 
Thus in these conditions the deployment of the Event Data 
Recorder becomes much vital due to its data record 
properties[7]. This data can be accessed by the authorized 
department and the exact cause of the accident can be 
derived using this saved data. The importance of the 
system also increases with the high performance, 
enhanced sensor connections. More the number of the 
vehicular parameters recorded more the precise conclusion 
towards the accidental event. As shown in figure 1, the 
EDR system consists of the hardware components and 
sensors such as IR sensor, Temperature Se
Sensor, Gyro Sensor, Alcohol Sensor, brake status, 
Steering angle and GPS monitoring etc. The SD card is 
used to collect the all data through the system. The system 
design explains the various sensor communications with 
the ARM7 processor. 

 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the EDR system
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The primary objective of this paper is to design an 
appropriate system that completely satisfies the 
determination of data recording with fault protection and 
detection of various vehicle conditions. For designing such 
a system the need of a CAN technology that can be used to 
collect the actual information, which then transferred to 
the ARM7 processor to record and save the data. Such a 
system provides viable and actual measures to clear out 
the problems for the police departments and insurance 
companies to get the actual knowledge of the event that 
the accident was really an accident or was intentionally 
created. And insurance companies can make sure that 
claim has to be provided to the owner or not.  

YSTEM DESIGN 
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compared with the past decades. The rise in number of 
vehicles also increases the mishaps to a great extent. It 
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Any system is represented by the
components and their numbers actually used. It consists of 
the various technologies which are implemented or going 
to be implemented to enhance the performance. The 
vitality of any system depends on the actual ease in use to 
the normal person. The system performance completely 
depends on the error free information transfer and 
reception from one component to another or from one part 
of the system to the processor. This data transfer is takes 
place with the help of the various layers which tends to 
carry out the given work completely and with little 
distraction. The main types of layers which enable the 
system to communicate are 
• Physical Layer 
• Data Collection Layer 
• Data Processing Layer 
Physical layer is used in the system to store the physical 

addresses. It is responsible for the bit by bit data 
translation into or from the hardware specific operations. 
This layer provides the information about the procedural 
and electronic interface with the transmission medium in 
the system. 

Data Collection Layer enables the collection of the 
signals from the various sensors, status of the sensors and 
the vehicle parameters in the Event Data Recorder. The 
system mainly depends on the functioning of the I/O 
interface, UART and Analog to Digital Converter (ADC).

Data processing is the most important function in any 
system. The Data Processing Layer receives the data 
information from the data collection layer. Mainly consists 
of the storage unit and processing unit this layer is present 
in the processor of the system. The processed data from 
this layer is forwarded towards the data recorder system 
which stores the data into the SD card. 

These most of the system description can be carried o
by using the flowchart. The flowchart is an algorithmic 
flow representation of the system which completely 
represents the working flow or the procedural working of 
the system from beginning to the end. It gives the 
completely idea about the system worki
shown above represents the flow chart of complete system. 
Initially after the start or power supply to the system all 
the sensors, the other system components and system ports 
initializes. After the complete system startup the sensors 
senses the respective parameters and transfers the data 
towards the system processor i.e. ARM7 through CAN 
bus. The ARM7 collects the data transferred through CAN 
bus and CAN controller and processes it by converting the 
analog sensor data to the user defined 
storage purpose. This data is finally saved in the SD card 
using data recorder system. At the same time ARM7 keeps 
the eye on the sensor conditions. If the extreme condition 
i.e. the highest working point has reached it is again 
initializes by the processor and the sensing starts again and 
the data recording process continues. 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the EDR system
 

IV.  DESIGN &  IMPLEMENTATION
 

Fig. 3. Hardware Implementation of the EDR
 
The above figure 3 represents 

implementation of the Event Data Recorder System using 
CAN. The various sensors as mentioned above are 
interfaced with the ARM7. All the data is recorded into the 
flash memory which can be used for the future purpose of 
the accident analysis or the vehicle condition etc. The 
various sensors sense the vehicle data continuously and in 
case of extreme conditions the ARM7 again resets and 
again starts its working. The implementation also 
represents the ADC to convert the analog signals into 
digital form for the sensors to the ARM7. The timer IC is 
used to maintain the each component time for data 
reception and transmission while Max232 IC is for the 
serial port signal conversion from RS
use the TTL logic signals for the digital c
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Software used are Keil µvision 4 & Microsoft Visual 
Studio Software. Keil µvision 4 software compilation is 
carried by using the C language. It is the most preferred 
embedded system programming language.  Due to its code 
efficiency and the compact time response C remains a lead 
language for microcontroller system designing. It offers a 
low level control for the system. The µVision 4 debugger 
and editor are combined in a single implicational use to 
provides a variety of embedded coding and development 
environment. Visual studio is programming software was 
developed by IDE of Microsoft. Mainly it is used to 
develop programs for Microsoft windows, capable of 
producing the managed code and native code. The main 
debugger i.e. integrated debugger can carry out both 
machine-level debugging and a source-level debugging. 

 
V. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig. 4. Data format stored into the Flash memory 

 
The above figure 4 represents the data recorded into the 

flash memory i.e. SD card through the storage recorder 
system storing all the sensor data processed by the ARM7. 
Being in the text file format it is difficult to read the data 
as it is stored as analog values. But this data has to be 
decoded. Using the Visual Basic software application the 
file is imported and the data is decoded and the 
arrangement is declared in the sheet form [8]. 

The below figure 5 represents the above text file data 
into arranged form with the help of Application where 
Sensor 0 is for temperature, Sensor 1 for Vibration, Sensor 
2 for Alcohol, Sensor3 for break status, Sensor 4 is for 
steering angle, Sensor 5 represents Gyro Sensor, Sensor 6 
is IR sensor data and Sensor 7 is GPS with respect to the 
mentioned time. 

 
Fig. 5. The data stored arranged in the sheet form 

 
VI.  CONCLUSION  

 
The developed Event Data Recorder system using CAN 

for vehicular system. The processor used for the system is 
ARM7. The designed system aims to implementation of 
Event Data Recorder from fault protection and high speed 
data transfer using the CAN protocol. In this project the 
various working conditions like sensing the vehicular 
parameters using sensors, tracking the sensor conditions 
and recording the respective data into the flash memory is 
carried out. 

The system is an integrated platform using various 
sensors to monitor the various moving vehicles such as 
cars, boats, motorcycles etc. The developed system is a 
simple solution for the vehicle monitoring, its condition 
and event storage to keep the record of vehicle health. The 
rapid storage, real time data processor has the ability of 
receive and transfer of data with the high speed, which is 
the primary requirement of any system working in the real 
time condition. As the continuous recording has takes 
place the high memory long term storage flash memory is 
required which stores the data without any damage for a 
long time. Thus EDR maintains the vehicle data for a long 
time without any damage and lost without the authorized 
person’s permission.  
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